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We calculate the frequency-dependent mesoscopic acoustic phonon transmission probability through the
abrupt junction between a semi-infinite, one-dimensional cylindrical quantum wire and a three-dimensional
bulk insulator, using a perturbative technique that is valid at low frequency. The system is described using
elasticity theory, and traction-free boundary conditions are applied to all free surfaces. In the low-frequency
limit the transmission probability vanishes asv2, the transport being dominated by the longitudinal channel,
which produces a monopole source of elastic radiation at the surface of the bulk solid. The thermal conduc-
tance between an equilibrated wire nonadiabatically coupled to a bulk insulator should therefore vanish with
temperature asT3.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic transport in a variety of mesoscopic systems
has been successfully described by the theory of Landauer
and Büttiker.1–7 In this scattering approach, each fully propa-
gating channel in a wire contributes 2pe2/" to the electrical
conductance. Recently there have been experimental efforts
to study phonons in the mesoscopic regime,8 and beautiful
experiments by Schwabet al.9 and by Yunget al.10 have
observed the low-temperature universal thermal conductance
quantum ofpkB

2T/6" per vibrational channel. In these ex-
periments, the nanowires were adiabaticallyson the scale of
the thermal wavelengthd connected to thermalized phonon
reservoirs,11 and the observation of a thermal conductance
varying linearly with temperature implies that very little pho-
non reflection occurred at the nanowire-bulk junctions.

In the presence of an abrupt, nonadiabiatic coupling be-
tween the nanowire and bulk reservoirs, phonons will scatter
at the junctions and suppress the thermal conductance.9,12–14

Cross and Lifshitz13 have calculated the frequency-
dependent acoustic phonon transmission probabilityT be-
tween a semi-infinite quantum wire of rectangular cross sec-
tion and a thin plate with the same thickness as the wire, and
find that T~v1/2 in the low-frequency limit. In Ref. 14 a
short nanowire, modeled as a harmonic spring, abruptly con-
nected at both ends to three-dimensional bulk insulators was
found to haveT~v2. These results suggest that such nano-
wires will eventually become thermalinsulatorsat low tem-
peratures, and the universal thermal conductance quantum
will not be observed. However, such a crossover to insulating
behavior has not yet been observed experimentally.

Understanding the scattering caused by nonadiabatic
nanowire-bulk contacts will be essential for pushing phonon
physics into the mesoscopic regime, as well as for the design
and operation of thermal nanosensors such as calorimeters
and bolometers. In this paper, we extend the previous work
by calculating the mesoscopic acoustic phonon transmission
probability through the abrupt junction between a semi-
infinite, one-dimensional cylindrical quantum wire and a
three-dimensional bulk insulator, using the low-frequency
perturbative technique employed by Cross and Lifshitz.13

The nanowire and bulk insulators are described using isotro-
pic elasticity theory, and traction-free boundary conditions

are applied to all free surfaces. In the low-frequency limit the
transmission probability is found to vanish asv2, with the
low-frequency transport being dominated by the longitudinal
channel.

In Sec. II we review the calculation of the long-
wavelength vibrational modes of an infinitely long cylindri-
cal elastic rod. The long wavelength limit of interest here is
defined askb!1, whereb is the radius of the cylinder andk
is the wave number. In Sec. III we show that in the long-
wavelength limit, the bulk solid produces a hard-wall bound-
ary condition on the nanowire. In Sec. IV we calculate the
displacement field in the three-dimensional bulk solid given
an applied traction to its surface, using what is essentially an
elastic Green’s function method.13,16 The frequency-
dependent transmission probabilities for each of the four
gapless modes are calculated in Sec. V, and our conclusions
are given in Sec. VI.

II. VIBRATIONAL MODES OF CYLINDRICAL WIRE

In this section, we will briefly review the elastic eigen-
modes for an infinitely long cylindrical wave guide. In the
long wavelength limit there are four branches, which include
one torsional branch, one longitudinal branch, and two flex-
ural branches.15 We assign a numerical subscript to represent
each branch, with “1” denoting the torsional branch, “2” de-
noting the longitudinal branch, and “3” and “4” denoting the
flexural branches. These four branches are orthogonal. Also,
cylindrical coordinates are used below.

We assume an isotropic elastic continuum with transverse
and longitudinal sound speeds

ct =Îm

r
and cl =Îl + 2m

r
, s1d

where r is the mass density, andl and m are the Lamé
constants.

A. Branch 1: torsional

The displacement field is given by

u1sr ,td = r eiskz−v1tdeu, s2d

with dispersion relation
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v1 = ctk. s3d

The stress tensor elements acting on a cross section of the
rod are

s1rz = mS ]u1r

]z
+

]u1z

]r
D = 0,

s1uz = mS ]u1u

]z
+

1

r

]u1z

]u
D = imkreiskz−v1td,

s1zz= Fls¹ ·u1d + 2m
]u1z

]z
G = 0. s4d

B. Branch 2: longitudinal

The displacement field is

u2sr ,td = ff rsrder + fzsrdezgeiskz−v2td, s5d

where

f rsrd = − A2aJ1sard + B2ikJ1sbrd,

fzsrd = A2ikJ0sard − B2bJ0sbrd. s6d

Jnsrd is the Bessel function ofnth order.a and b are con-
stants determined by the boundary conditions. Furthermore,

a =Îv2
2

cl
2 − k2 and b =Îv2

2

ct
2 − k2, s7d

and

A2

B2
=

b2 − k2

2iak

J1sbbd
J1sabd

. s8d

The relevant stresses are

s2rz = mFikfrsrd +
dfzsrd

dr
Geiskz−v2td,

s2uz = 0,

s2zz= FlSdfrsrd
dr

+
f rsrd

r
D + iksl + 2mdfzsrdGeiskz−v2td.

s9d

In the long wavelengthkb!1 limit, v2=c0k,

a = ikÎ1 −
c0

2

cl
2 and b = kÎc0

2

ct
2 − 1, s10d

wherec0 is related to Young’s modulus of elasticityE by

c0 =ÎE

r
= ctÎ3cl

2 − 4ct
2

cl
2 − ct

2 . s11d

To leading order

u2sr ,td = ez eiskz−v2td, s12d

and the stresses are

s2rz = 0,

s2uz = 0,

s2zz= im
c0

2

ct
2 k eiskz−v2td = imS3 – 4p2

1 − p2 Dk eiskz−v2td, s13d

wherep;ct /cl is the ratio of the transverse to longitudinal
sound speed.

C. Branch 3: x-polarized flexural

The displacement field is

u3sr ,td = fgrsrdcosuer + gusrdsin ueu + gzsrdcosuezgeiskz−v3td,

s14d

where

grsrd =
dJ1sard

dr
+ B3

dJ1sbrd
dr

+ C3
J1sbrd

r
,

gusrd = −
J1sard

r
− B3

J1sbrd
r

− C3
dJ1sbrd

dr
,

gzsrd = ikJ1sard − iB3
b2

k
J1sbrd. s15d

B3 andC3 are constants. The stresses are given by

s3rz = mSikgrsrd +
dgzsrd

dr
Dcosu eiskz−v3td,

s3uz = mSikgusrd −
gzsrd

r
Dsin u eiskz−v3td,

s3zz= FlSdgrsrd
dr

+
grsrd + gusrd

r
D

+ isl + 2mdkgzsrdGcosu eiskz−v3td. s16d

In the kb!1 limit,

v3 =
c0

2
bk2, s17d

a = ikÎ1 −Sc0bk

2cl
D2

, s18d

and

b = ikÎ1 −Sc0bk

2ct
D2

. s19d

To leading order,

u3sr ,td = scosuer − sin ueu + ikxezdeiskz−v3td

= sex − ikxezdeiskz−v3td, s20d

and the stresses are
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s3xz=
im

4
FS1 +

c0
2

ct
2Dsb2 − x2d − S3 −

c0
2

ct
2Dy2Gk3eiskz−v3td,

s3yz=
im

2
S1 −

c0
2

ct
2Dk3xyeiskz−v3td,

s3zz= m
c0

2

ct
2 k2x eiskz−v3td. s21d

The rod bends in thexz plane.

D. Branch 4: y-polarized flexural

An independent flexural mode can be found by letting the
rod bend in they direction. In the long-wavelength limit,

u4sr ,td = sey − ikyezdeiskz−v3td, s22d

and the stresses on the surface normal toz are

s4yz=
im

4
FS1 +

c0
2

ct
2Dsb2 − y2d − Sc0

2

ct
2 − 3Dx2Gk3eiskz−v3td,

s4xz= −
im

2
Sc0

2

ct
2 − 1Dk3xyeiskz−v3td,

s4zz= m
c0

2

ct
2 k2y eiskz−v3td. s23d

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE NANOWIRE-
BULK INTERFACE

The essence of the perturbative method we use is as fol-
lows: In an abrupt junction geometry, the bulk solid presents
a stiff boundary to the nanowire, so to zeroth order one cal-
culates the vibrational modes of the wire assuming a zero-
displacement boundary condition at the contact. The stress
distributions associated with these vibrational modes is then
calculated in the junction region. These zeroth-order vibra-
tional modes, however, do not carry elastic energy because
of the hard-wall boundary condition associated with the in-
finitely stiff bulk solid. Now one relaxes the hard-wall
boundary condition, replacing it with the condition that elas-
tic waves in the bulk are purely radiative, having outward
moving components but no inward ones. The elastic energy
radiated by the nanowire into the semi-infinite bulk solid is
then computed using the actual elastic parameters of the
bulk, and the ratio of incident to transmitted energy deter-
mines the transmission probability.

Thus, as explained, we will calculate the elastic stress on
the surface of the three-dimensional bulk insulator, produced
by the vibrating nanowire, by assuming that the bulk im-
poses a zero-displacement boundary condition on the nano-
wire. This is physically reasonable, and can be further justi-
fied by considering the bulk to be a thick wire with a radius
B much larger than the nanowire radiusb.13 Assuming a
sound wavelength larger than bothb andB, the conservation

of linear and angular momentum lead the zero-displacement
boundary condition in the limitB@b.

We consider a semi-infinite cylindrical elastic nanowire of
radiusb, lying along thez axis and connected atz=0 to a
thicker cylinder of radiusB. An incident elastic waveui
=uisr ,udeiskz−v3td propagates from the nanowire to thick cyl-
inder. k is smaller than bothb and B so both cylinders are
still one dimensional, andi =1,2,3,4 denotes the branch.
The scattering causes a reflected wave forz,0 and a trans-
mitted wave forz.0. We can write the displacement field as

uisr,udeiskz−vtd + Riju j
*sr,ude−iskz+vtd for z, 0,

Tiju jsr,udeiskz−vtd for z. 0. s24d

Here Rij and Tij are the reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients, which are matrices in the channel indices.

The continuity of the displacement field, combined with
the orthogonality of the vibrational eigenmodes, leads to

di j + Rij = Tij . s25d

In the Appendix we show that in theB@b limit, conserva-
tion of linear and angular momentum leads to

Rij → − di j and Tij → 0, s26d

which means that elastic waves are flipped upon reflection,
and no interbranch scattering occurs. This result is analogous
to that obtained by Cross and Lifshitz in their thin-plate
geometry.13

Linear combinations of the vibrational eigenfunctions of
Sec. II can be used to satisfy the boundary conditions of Eq.
s26d. These displacement fields produce the following stress
distributions at thez=0 interface: For the torsional mode we
obtain

suz =H2imkr2e−ivt for r , b,

0 for r . b.
s27d

For the longitudinal mode,

szz= 52im
c0

2

ct
2 ke−ivt for r , b,

0 for r . b.

s28d

And for thex-polarized flexural mode, we find

sxz= syz= szz= 0 for r . b, s29d

sxz=
im

2
FS1 +

c0
2

ct
2Dsb2 − x2d − S3 −

c0
2

ct
2Dy2Gk3e−iv3t,

syz= imS1 −
c0

2

ct
2Dk3xye−iv3t,

szz= 0, s30d

for r ,b. The stress distribution from they-polarized flexural
mode has the same form ass29d and s30d after exchanging
x andy.
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IV. 3D ELASTIC RESPONSE FUNCTION

Next we calculate the displacement field in the three-
dimensional solid given the applied stress of Sec. III to its
surface atz=0. For r ,b, this is the stress distribution pro-
duced by the nanowire, and forr .b it is the stress imposed
by the traction-free boundary condition. The method we use
here, which is essentially a Green’s function method, is well
known in elasticity theory.13,16

To find the displacement field in the bulk solid given the
boundary conditions described above, a scalar potentialf
and a vector potentialH are introduced according to

u = ¹ f + ¹ 3 H . s31d

The wave equations for the potential fields are

S ]2

]t2
− cl

2¹2Df = 0, S ]2

]t2
− ct

2¹2DH = 0. s32d

They can be written as

fsx,y,zd =
1

2p
E

−`

`

dk1dk2fsk1,k2de−isk1x+k2ydeikl3z s33d

and

Hsx,y,zd =
1

2p
E

−`

`

dk1dk2hsk1,k2de−isk1x+k2ydeikt3z, s34d

where

kl3 =Îv2

cl
2 − k1

2 − k2
2 s35d

and

kt3 =Îv2

ct
2 − k1

2 − k2
2. s36d

Here f andh are the Fourier transforms of the potential fields
f andH at z=0.

Now, we can use Eq.s31d and choose the transverse
“gauge” ¹ ·H =0 to express the components of the displace-
ment vector by the inverse Fourier transformF−1,

uxsx,y,zd = − iF−1fk1fsk1,k2deikl3z + gxsk1,k2deikt3zg,

uysx,y,zd = − iF−1fk2fsk1,k2deikl3z + gysk1,k2deikt3zg,

uzsx,y,zd = iF−1Skl3fsk1,k2deikl3z

−
k1gxsk1,k2d + k2gysk1,k2d

kt3
eikt3zD , s37d

where

gxsk1,k2d = k2hzsk1,k2d + kt3hysk1,k2d, s38d

gysk1,k2d = − k1hzsk1,k2d − kt3hxsk1,k2d. s39d

The stress at the boundaryz=0 can also be expressed in
terms of the inverse Fourier transforms, as

sxz= mS ]ux

]z
+

]uz

]x
D

z=0
= mF−1S2k1kl3fsk1,k2d

+
skt3

2 − k1
2dgxsk1,k2d − k1k2gysk1,k2d

kt3
D , s40d

syz= mS ]uy

]z
+

]uz

]y
D

z=0
= mF−1S2k2kl3fsk1,k2d

+
skt3

2 − k2
2dgysk1,k2d − k1k2gxsk1,k2d

kt3
D , s41d

szz= Sls¹ ·uWd + 2m
]uz

]z
D

z=0
= mF−1fsk1

2 + k2
2 − kt3

2dfsk1,k2d

+ 2k1gxsk1,k2d + 2k2gysk1,k2dg. s42d

By giving the boundary values ofsxz, syz, andszz, we can
find f, gx, andgy from the equations above. If at least one of
these three stresses is nonzero, we obtain

f =
1

h0sk1,k2dFsk1
2 + k2

2 − kt3
2dFSszz

m
D + 2kt3k1FSsxz

m
D

+ 2kt3k2FSsyz

m
DG , s43d

gx =
1

h0sk1,k2dF2kl3kt3k1FSszz

m
D + Sh1sk1,k2d

kt3
− 2kt3k1

2D
3FSsxz

m
D − Sh2sk1,k2d

kt3
+ 2kt3k1k2DFSsyz

m
DG , s44d

and

gy =
1

h0sk1,k2dF2kl3kt3k2FSszz

m
D − Sh2sk2,k1d

kt3
+ 2kt3k1k2D

3FSsxz

m
D + Sh1sk2,k1d

kt3
− 2kt3k2

2DFSsyz

m
DG . s45d

Here

h1sk1,k2d ; k2
4 + k1

2k2
2 + k1

2kt3
2 + 2kt3k2

2s2kl3 − kt3d + kt3
4,

s46d

h2sk1,k2d ; k1k2fk1
2 + k2

2 + kt3s4kl3 − 3kt3dg, s47d

h0sk1,k2d ; h1sk1,k2d +
k1

k2
h2sk1,k2d. s48d

Therefore, from Eq.s37d, we can find the displacement vec-
tor at z=0 in terms of the boundary stresses,

uuxuz=0 = F−1H − i

kt3h0sk1,k2dFk1kt3h3sk1,k2dFSszz

m
D

+ h1sk1,k2dFSsxz

m
D − h2sk1,k2dFSsyz

m
DGJ ,

s49d
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uuyuz=0 = F−1H − i

kt3h0sk1,k2dFk2kt3h3sk1,k2dFSszz

m
D

+ h1sk2,k1dFSsyz

m
D − h2sk2,k1dFSsxz

m
DGJ ,

s50d

uuzuz=0 = F−1S − i

h0sk1,k2dHv2

ct
2kl3FSszz

m
D − h3sk1,k2d

3Fk1FSsxz

m
D + k2FSsyz

m
DGJD , s51d

with

h3sk1,k2d ; k1
2 + k2

2 + kt3s2kl3 − kt3d. s52d

V. ENERGY TRANSMISSION FROM
NANOWIRE TO BULK

Now we are ready to calculate the transmission probabil-
ity, defined as the ratio of transmitted to incident elastic en-
ergy flux, for each of the four gapless branches. The energy
currentI can be expressed as17

I =KE
s

dxdyS ]ux

]t
sxz+

]uy

]t
syz+

]uz

]t
szzDL

z=0

, s53d

wherek¯l represents a time average andesdxdy is the sur-
face integral over thez=0 cross section of the wire. In con-
ventional complex notation for waves, this becomes

I = −
v

2
ImE

s

dxdysuxsxz
* + uysyz

* + uzszz
* dz=0. s54d

We will calculate the energy current for the different
branches separately.

A. Torsional branch

The stress distributions27d in rectangular coordinates is,
for Îx2+y2,b,

szz= 0 ,

sxz= − 2imkye−ivt,

syz= 2imkxe−ivt, s55d

and zero forÎx2+y2ùb. Using Eqs.s49d–s51d we obtain

I = −
v

2
ImE

s

dxdysuxsxz
* + uysyz

* dz=0

=
v

4p
ReE dk1dk2

kt3h0sk1,k2dEs

dxdye−isk1x+k2yd

3Hsxz
* Fh1sk1,k2dFSsxz

m
D − h2sk1,k2dFSsyz

m
DG

+ syz
* Fh1sk2,k1dFSsyz

m
D − h2sk2,k1dFSsxz

m
DGJ s56d

=2mk2v ReE dk1dk2

kt3h0sk1,k2d
hFfyg*sh1sk1,k2dFfyg

+ h2sk1,k2dFfxgd

+ Ffxg*sh1sk2,k1dFfxg + h2sk2,k1dFfygdj. s57d

Expanding the Fourier transformsFfxg and Ffyg for small
kb, and keeping only the leading terms,

1

2p
E

s

xe−isk1x+k2yddxdy.
− ik1b

4

8
, s58d

1

2p
E

s

ye−isk1x+k2yddxdy.
− ik2b

4

8
, s59d

we have

I =
mb8k2v

32
ReE dk1dk2

kt3h0sk1,k2dFk2
2Sh1sk1,k2d +

k1

k2
h2sk1,k2dD

+ k1
2Sh1sk2,k1d +

k2

k1
h2sk2,k1dDG s60d

=
mb8k2v

32
ReE dk1dk2

k2
2 + k1

2

kt3
s61d

=
p

24
mb8k5v. s62d

By normalizingI with the energy currentsp /4dmb4kv of
the incident torsional wave, we obtain the transmission prob-
ability

T = 1
6b4k4. s63d

B. Longitudinal branch

Using Eq.s28d,

I = −
v

2
ImE

0

b

rdrE
0

2p

dusuzszz
* dz=0. s64d

Then to leading order inkb,

I =
v

8p2m
UE

0

b

rdrE
0

2p

duszzU2

ReE dk1dk2
v2kl3

cth0sk1,k2d

=
m

2ct
Sc0

2

ct
2 b2kvD2

ReE dk1dk2
vkl3

cth0sk1,k2d
. s65d

Normalizing by the powersp /2dmsc0
2/ct

2db2kv carried by
the incident wave leads to

Tskd =
c0

2

pct
3b2kv ReE dk1dk2

vkl3

cth0sk1,k2d
s66d

=tlb
2k2, s67d

where
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tl ;
c0

3

pct
3ReE dk1dk2

vkl3

cth0sk1,k2d
. s68d

Assuming the materials to be made of Si, we havep
=0.694 and

T = 1.91b2k2 s69d

=0.923Sbv

ct
D2

. s70d

C. Flexural branches

By using flexural stress distributions30d, we find that to
leading order inkb the energy current is

I =
v

2
ReE

s

dxdyF−1F h1sk1,k2d
kt3h0sk1,k2d

FSsxz

m
DGsxz

*

=
v

8p2m
UE

s

sxzdxdyU2

ReE dk1dk2
h1sk1,k2d

kt3h0sk1,k2d

=
mvk6

32p2FE
s

dxdyS1 +
c0

2

ct
2Dsb2 − x2d

+ Sc0
2

ct
2 − 3Dy2G2

ReE dk1dk2
h1sk1,k2d

kt3h0sk1,k2d

=
m

32
Sc0

2

ct
2 b4k3D2

v ReE dk1dk2
h1sk1,k2d

kt3h0sk1,k2d
. s71d

Normalizing by the energy current of the incident wave

I in = −
v

2
ImE

s

dxdyssxz
* − ikxszz

* dz=0 s72d

=
pm

4

c0
2

ct
2 b4k3v, s73d

where we have used Eqs.s20d and s21d, the transmission
probability is found to be

T =
1

8p

c0
2

ct
3 b4k3v ReE dk1dk2

cth1sk1,k2d
vkt3h0sk1,k2d

s74d

=tfb
5k5 s75d

where

tf ;
c0

2

16pct
3ReE dk1dk2

cth1sk1,k2d
vkt3h0sk1,k2d

. s76d

Using p=0.694 for Si, the transmission probability be-
comes

T = 0.268b5k5 s77d

=0.609Sbv

ct
D5/2

. s78d

Because of the cylindrical symmetry, they-polarized flexural
branch has the same transmission probability as the
x-polarized branch.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

On the left side of Table I we summarize the transmission
probability results calculated above, as well as the low-
frequency dispersion relations of the four gapless modes. For
comparison with the results of Cross and Lifshitz13 for a
rectangular wire connected to a thin plate, we reproduce their
results on the right-hand side of this table. In each case there
are four gapless acoustic modes: one torsional, one longitu-
dinal sor compressionald and two flexural bending modes.
Also, the form of the dispersion relations are the same for
both wires. For all branches the transmission probability to a
three-dimensional bulk solid has a higher-order frequency
dependence. This is at least partially a consequence of the
higher vibrational density of states in the three-dimensional
system as compared to a plate: For the longitudinal and
x-polarized flexural branches,T is one order higher inv,
consistent with the density of states enhancement.18

The phonon transmission probabilities can be used to cal-
culate the mesoscopic thermal conductance between an
equilibrated wire and bulk. According to the thermal Land-
auer formula,12,17,19 a total transmission probabilityTsvd
varying at low frequency asvg will lead to a low-
temperature thermal conductance varying with temperature
as Gth~Tg+1. In our case,Tsvd is a sum of theT for each
channel. The thermal conductance between an equilibrated
cylindrical wire nonadiabatically coupled to a bulk solid
should therefore vanish with temperature asT3.

Finally we comment on the applicability of our results to
nanoscale phonon experiments, which do not consider infi-
nitely long wires and perfectly sharp corners. For our theory
to be valid, the wire must be longer than the sound wave-
length, and the characteristic radii of curvature at the junc-
tion must be much smaller than this wavelength. Therefore,
because of the first condition, our results will become invalid
in the extreme low-temperature limit, and the conductance
will cross over from our predictedT3 scaling to some other
behavior.
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APPENDIX: MOMENTUM CONSERVATION AND HARD-
WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION

Here we use linear and angular momentum conservation
to derive Eq.s26d in the B@b limit. First we equate the
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torques produced by the thin and thick wires on each other.
From the rotational stress

suz = mS ]uu

]z
+

1

r

]uz

]u
D sA1d

=Hsiuzsr,udeiskz−vtd + Rijs juz
* sr,ude−iskz+vtd for z, 0,

Tijs juzsr,udeiskz−vtd for z. 0,

sA2d

the torsional torquet=esrdrdursuz is found to be

t =5
ip

2
b4sdi1e

ikz − Ri1e
−ikzdmke−ivt for z= 0−,

ip

2
B4Ti1mkeiskz−vtd for z= 0+.

sA3d

Only torsional mode contributes to the torque.
By equating these torques we have

b4sdi1 − Ri1d = B4Ti1. sA4d

Combining this result with Eq.s25d leads to

Ri1 = Ti1 = 0, i Þ 1, sA5d

R11 = −
B4 − b4

B4 + b4, T11 =
2b4

B4 + b4 . sA6d

Taking the B/b→` limit then leads toR11→−1 and T11
→0.

An analogous result forRi2 and Ti2 can be derived by
considering the total force inz direction,

Fz =E rdrduszz sA7d

=5ipb2sdi2e
ikz − Ri2e

−ikzd
c0

2

ct
2 mke−ivt for z, 0,

ipB2Tij

c0
2

ct
2 mkeiskz−vtd for z. 0,

sA8d

which gives

b2sdi2 − Ri2d = B2Ti2, sA9d

since only the longitudinal mode has a nonzeroFz. Then

Ri2 = Ti2 = 0, i Þ 2, sA10d

R22 = −
B2 − b2

B2 + b2 → − 1, sA11d

T22 =
2b2

B2 + b2 → 0, sA12d

for B/b→`.
By further considering the conservation of momentum in

the x and y directions, it is not difficult to derive the result
quoted in Eq.s26d.
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